Every finitely generated group r can be endowed with the word metric d (invariant under left translations) with respect to a given finite generating set.
to Hi(r; Rr) for i < m-2, is also isomorphic to H:(Pd(r); R) for i < m-2.
Thus we have that for all i, Hi(r; Rf) ~ H:(Pd(f)) (for large d). From now on, we set P(f) to be Pd(r) for large d.
Let P(f) denote p(r) uar , where a typical neighborhood of a point a E ar is defined to be a typical neighborhood U of a in r u ar, together with the subcomplex of p(r) spanned by the vertices of p(r) in U. Then p(r) is a compact, metrizable, finite-dimensional [Gr, SwN] space.
Recall [An] that a closed subset Z in a compact ANRX is a Z-set (or a set of infinite deficiency) if for every open set U in X the inclusion U -Z '---+ U is a homotopy equivalence. For example, any closed subset of the boundary of a manifold is a Z-set in the manifold. Using standard methods (see, e.g., [He] ) one can show that each of the following properties characterizes Z-sets:
( 1) For every e > 0 there is a map X ---+ X -Z , which is e-close to the identity.
(2) For every closed A c Z there is a homotopy H: X x [0, 1] ---+ X such that Ho = identity, HtlA = inclusion, and Ht(X -A) c X -Z for t> O.
Theorem 1.2. P(f) is an absolute retract (AR) , and ar c P(f) is a Z-set.
The proof occupies §2.
Corollary 1.3. Let r be a negatively curved group.
(a) ar determines the proper homotopy type of P(f). More precisely, if ar is embedded as a Z-set in a compact AR R, then R -ar ~p.h.e. P(f). (b) For every ring R there is an isomorphism of Rr-modules i . i-I •
H (r; Rr) ~ H (ar; R) (Cech, reduced) .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (c) r is a Poincare duality group of dimension n iff r is torsion free and or has the integral Cech cohomology of a sphere of dimension n -1. (d) or is never cell-like.
Before stating the next corollary, recall that for any (compact, metric) space X and any ring R the cohomological dimension of X over R is defined as dim R X = sup{nliln (X, A; R) =f. 0 for some closed set A eX}.
It is known that if the (covering) dimension of X is finite, then dim X = dim z X. For a geometric proof of this fact see [Wa] . The classical question, due to Alexandrov, whether this is true for infinite-dimensional X, has recently been answered in the negative by Dranisnikov [Dr] . It is clear that for any X, dimQ X ~ dim X, but there are examples where strict inequality holds. For example, start with a triangulation of the 2-sphere. Remove each 2-simplex and sew a Mobius band instead to obtain a nonorientable surface. Now retriangulate so that the mesh of the new triangulation is much smaller than before and repeat the above process. The limiting space X is two-dimensional (it even has a fundamental class over Z2)' but dimQ X = 1 .
Analogously, for any group r and a ring R, the cohomological dimension of rover R is defined as
When cdRr is finite and r is FP oo ' cdRr = max{nIHn(r; Rr) =f. O}. This of course fails when CdR r is infinite, as can be seen by taking R = Z and r a finite group. The geometric dimension of r is the minimal dimension of a K(r, I)-complex. It is known that the geometric dimension equals cd z except possibly in one case (which is still unknown). For a discussion of this see [Br] . If r contains a torsion-free subgroup of finite index, its virtual cohomological dimension vcd is defined to be the integral co homological dimension (denoted cd in the sequel) of any such subgroup.
Using the technique of Gromov and Davis-Januszkiewicz, it is possible to construct a negatively curved group r whose boundary is the space mentioned above. Let P be a polyhedron that is a 3-manifold in the complement of a single vertex, and so that the link of that vertex is a nonorientable surface. Then as in [DJ] , hyperbolize P preserving this property, and let r be its fundamental group. Arguments in [DJ] show that the boundary of the universal cover of P is two-dimensional, but its rational cohomological dimension is one; analogously, the integral cohomological dimension of r is three, while its rational cohomological dimension is two. In §3 we discuss the local connectivity of or. In §4 we consider closed, irreducible 3-manifolds with infinite negatively curved fundamental group. Both Valentin Poenaru [Po] and Andrew Casson [C] show that (even under a weaker hypothesis on the fundamental group) universal covers of such manifolds are homeomorphic to R3. We make this result more precise by showing that the universal covers compactified by 0 r are homeomorphic to the 3-ball. According to Thurston's Geometrization Conjecture, these manifolds should support a metric of constant negative sectional curvature. (ii) dim X = n < 00 ; (iii) for every k = 0, 1, ... , n, every point z E Z, and every neighborhood V of z, there is a neighborhood V of z such that every map a:
Then X is an ANR and Z c X is a Z-set.
The proof of the proposition is based on standard techniques (see, e.g., [Bol) .
Recall that a map f defined on a subcomplex Dom(f) of a simplicial com- Define H on P x {lin} using Lemma 2.3 so that H I / n is ~-close to /, HI/n(P) C X -Z. Since H I / n and HI/n+1 are St~-close, we can extend
Lemma 2.S. For every z E Z , every k = 0, 1 , ... , n, and every neighborhood Proof 0/ Proposition 2.1. X is n-dimensional and locally n-connected (by Lemma 2.5) hence an ANR. Lemma 2.3 now implies that Z is a Z-set.
Pro%/Theorem 1.2. Apply Proposition 2.1 to X = p(r) , Z = ar. Then (iv) is obvious and (i) and (ii) follow from [Gr] . To verify property (iii), assume U is a neighborhood of Z E ar. There is R > 0 such that U contains the closure of the subcomplex of P(r) spanned by vertices W of P(r) such that (z . w) ~ R. Define V to be the closure of the subcomplex of P(r) spanned
Proposition 2.1 now implies that ar is a Z-set in P(r). Therefore inclusion P(r) --+ P(r) is a homotopy equivalence, so P(r) is contractible. But contractible ANR's are AR's.
Pro%/Corollary 1.3. (a) The identity ar --+ ar extends to a map 0:: R--+ P(r) with o:(R -ar) ~ p(r) , and similarly to a map p: P(r) --+ R with P (P (r)) ~ R -a r , because a r is a Z -set in both spaces. Then the restrictions of a and P are proper homotopy equivalences between R -ar and p(r) , and they are each others' proper homotopy inverses. We can make this even more precise. Recall that the Chapman Complement Theorem [Ch] states that two Z -sets in the Hilbert cube I'XJ have the same shape if and only if their complements are homeomorphic. It follows that the shape of ar determines the homeomorphism type of P(r) x /00 and vice versa.
(b) This follows from the cohomology exact sequence with coefficients in R for the pair (P(r) , ar), and li(p(r) , ar; R) ~ H~(P(r); R) ~ Hi(r, Rr).
(c) Follows from (b).
(d) If n = cdQr < 00, then [Br] 0 =I Hn(r; Qr) ~ fln-I(ar; Q).
To motivate the proof of Corollary 1.4 we first prove Proposition 2.6. Suppose X is a finite-dimensional ANR and Z c X a Z -set. We now claim that there exists an integer K such that every co cycle zEd (ii) B j n ar = A for j = 0, I, 2; and (iii) each B j n P(r) is a subcomplex, and all cells in P(r) at distance:::; K from BI n p(r) are contained in B o ' so that in particular the homomorphism
H:+I (P(r) , Bo n P(r) ; R) -+ H:+ I (P(r) , BI n p(r) ; R) induced by inclusion is 0.
Arguing as in Proposition 2.6, we see that the homomorphism
is nonzero, because both groups have to carry fi(ar, A; R), thus contradicting
(b) Follows from (a) for R = Z and the fact that dimzX = dim X ,provided the latter is finite.
(c) Follows from (a) and the fact that max{nIHn(r; Rr) "I o} = CdR r, assuming the latter is finite.
(d) Follows from (b) and the fact that a torsion-free negatively curved group has finite integral cohomological dimension.
(e) Follows from (c) applied to a torsion-free subgroup of finite index, and the fact that such a subgroup has the same boundary as r.
LOCAL CONNECTIVITY OF THE BOUNDARY
In this section we assume that r is a one-ended negatively curved group, or equivalently that ar is connected. Proof. It is well known that there are bi-infinite geodesics in p(r). By translating by an element of the group, we see that there is a bi-infinite geodesic g passing close to x. Then one of the two rays joining 1 with the endpoints of g will pass close to x.
Consider the following property that P(r) mayor may not satisfy for a number M> o.
There is a number L > 0 such that for every R > 0 and any two points x, y E P(r)
there exists a path of length ~ L connecting x to y in the complement of the ball of radius R -C centered at 1.
(Note that since r has one end, Lemma 3.1. implies that x and yare connected by some path missing the ball.) We now turn to the study of or in case P(r) fails to satisfy (t M ). Proposition 3. Proof. We take a sequence of worse and worse examples. Let x n ' y n be points at distance Rn from 1 and ::; M from each other, so that there is no path of length ::; n joining xn to y n in the complement of the ball B n of radius Rn -C centered at 1. Let r n , sn be infinite geodesic rays from 1 passing within C of x n ' Yn respectively. Parametrize them by [-Rn' 00) and note that d(xn' rn(O)) ::; 2C, d(y n , sn(O)) ::; 2C. After possibly passing to a subsequence, we can find Y n E r such that: 
We show that a and b belong to distinct components of or -{c}. Choose an open cover 'U' of or -{c} such that if Pi E Vi E 'U' for i = 1, 2 and if Let Y E r be an element that fixes points a, b E int C k [Gr] . Remark. The same argument shows that if a cell-like subset separates 8r, then every nonzero R-module li(8r; R) for i> 0 is infinitely generated. By passing to the orientation double cover, we may assume that M is orientable. We first show that 8r is a 2-sphere. Recall the following theorem of Zippin [Wi] : Suppose a compact, metric space X is connected, locally connected, contains more than one point, every embedded circle separates X, and no arc in X separates X. Then X is homeomorphic to the 2-sphere. We know that r is torsion free and Hi (r; Zr) ~ Z for i = 3 and is triviai otherwise. Corollary 1.3(b) implies that 8r is connected and contains more than one point, and Theorem 3.5 asserts that it is locally connected. The remark following Proposition 3.4 shows that no arc in 8r separates. We now show that every embedded circle S in 8r separates 8r.
S bounds a 'tech surface,' that is, there is a compact set FeB = M U 8r such that
(1) Fn8r=S;
(2) F n M is a properly embedded surface with one end; and (3) for every compact subsurface KeF n M with connected boundary, S and 8K (with appropriate orientations) are homologous in F -intK . F separates B into two components U and V. It is clear that 8r -S = (8rn U) U (8rn V), so it suffices to show that 8in U =J. 0 and 8rn V =J. 0. Choose a neighborhood N of S in B such that S is not null-homologous in N. Assuming 8r n V = 0, we conclude that for a sufficiently large compact set C eM, C U N U U = B. By enlarging C, we can assume that C is License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use a submanifold of Xi and it intersects F transversely in a compact surface K with connected boundary. Since F -intK eN, we conclude that S is homologous to aK in N. But ac -U is a compact surface in N, showing that a K is null-homologous in N -thus contradicting the choice of N. The theorem of Zippin now implies that ar is homeomorphic to the 2-sphere.
Since a neighborhood of ar in B retracts to ar, Xi is simply-connected at infinity and therefore homeomorphic to R3. (This also follows from [BT] using only local connectivity of ar.)
Finally, we indicate the proof that B is a 3-ba11. In [Fe] Steve Ferry proves the following theorem:
( * ) Suppose that X is an AR and Z c X a Z -set such that Z is homeomorphic to Sn-l and X -Z is homeomorphic to R n • If n ~ 5 then X is homeomorphic to the n-ball. As shown in [Fe] , this theorem is a formal consequence of another theorem in [Fe] : For every open cover a of R n (n ~ 5) there is an open cover p of R n such that if g: R n _ R n is a map with p -small point preimages, then g is a-homotopic to a homeomorphism. Ferry derives this theorem from the aApproximation Theorem [ChFe] Jakobsche [Ja] proved the a-Approximation Theorem for n = 3, assuming additionally that M and N do not contain any fake cells. It now follows by Ferry's argument that (*) holds for n = 3 .
Remark. Theorem 3.1 fails in higher dimensions. Mike Davis and Tadeusz Januszkiewicz [DJ] have examples of aspherical closed manifolds with negatively curved fundamental groups whose universal covers are not homeomorphic to Euclidean space, as well as examples of such manifolds whose universal covers are homeomorphic to Euclidean space, but the boundary fails to be a sphere. However, as a consequence of Ferry's work cited above, if M is an aspherical n-manifold (n ~ 5) with negatively curved fundamental group r, and if ar is homeomorphic to the (n -I)-sphere, then the universal cover of M compactified by ar is homeomorphic to the n-ball.
QUESTIONS
We end the paper with some (hopefully interesting) questions.
Qt. Suppose r is a group that admits a finite K(r, 1). When is it possible to compactify the universal cover of this complex equivariantly so that the compactification is an AR and the added set is a Z-set? The nonequivariant version of this is discussed in [ChS] .
Q2. If r is a one-ended negatively curved group, is ar necessarily locally connected? Is the condition W M always satisfied?
